CALL FOR PRESENTATIONS

Software Technology Exchange Workshop
LUND 11-12 NOVEMBER 2021
STEW CELEBRATES 10 YEARS PRESENT AT THIS YEAR’S SOFTWARE CONFERENCE!
The networking conference Software Technology Exchange Workshop, STEW, is a yearly conference,
organized since 2012 to create exchange between industry, academia and public sector within
software development and research.
The emphasis for STEW is on two main areas; networking and knowledge exchange. What makes the
conference special is the focus on networking and discussions, not only with the speakers but also between
the participants. Now you have the possibility to speak at STEW 2021!
The tenth STEW conference is organized by the nonprofit organization Swedsoft together with its members
and co-hosts AB Volvo, Addalot, Blekinge Institute of Technology, Debricked, Favro, Halmstad University,
Ideon Science Park, Linnaeus University, Malmö University, RISE, Saab, Scania, Svenska Elektro- och
Dataingenjörers Riksförening and SKF.
At STEW we want to make research and project results visible and available to stimulate new
cooperation in software technology.

Theme 2021: Software as a motor for acceleration and disruption
Digitalization gives us new conditions and opportunities to run and develop businesses. Today, it is
not uncommon for new technology to shape an entire industry. New technologies and companies
emerge and challenge existing ones. Software is the core in this process, enabling the transformation
that affects all parts of our society. Now we are interested to hear what solutions, projects or
research you have been working on where software drive development forward or changes it.
We encourage presentations from different perspectives and those that combine perspectives. These may
be technically oriented, domain and industry concerns, methods, interesting ways to use technologies
(please note – no product presentations will be accepted), organizational aspects and more.
When presenting research it should be in a state when industry adoption is possible.

Important information
Each presentation will be around 20 minutes followed by discussions and group workshops. The presenter
is expected to prepare two to three questions that can be discussed around the tables. STEW does not
have any copyright requirements. Hence, presenting at STEW should not prevent the researchers from
publishing the results at other conferences.
At least one researcher/company representative must attend the conference and present. We also
encourage you to team up with partners. Please note that we will only be able to offer one free attendance
per presentation and additional speakers will have to register as participants. We want the main speakers

to be present during the whole conference as the most important part of the STEW conference is the
networking and informal exchange.

Practical information and important dates
Conference dates

November 11-12th 2021

Location		 Ideon Science Park, Lund
Physical or digital conference
We are hoping that the current situation regarding Covid-19 is better in November 2021 and are planning
for a physical conference. The conference will be arranged according to current regulations and in a secure
manner for both speakers and participants. If this is not possible, we will arrange the conference digitally on
the same date. If recommended by the government, we might also request an official vaccination certificate
(sometimes referred to as vaccination passport).
Other important dates
Presentation proposal deadline

May 31st 2021

Notification of acceptance 		

During the summer

Submission of slides			

November 2nd 2021

Register your presentation proposal in this form: https://bit.ly/3fK69ih
If you have any questions please contact: stew@swedsoft.se
Information about last years conference - STEW 2020: swedsoft.se/en/event/stew-2020-digital/

Conference Organizers:

Swedsoft gathers Swedish software in an independent non-profit organization with the mission to increase
the competitiveness of Swedish software. Our members are companies, academia and the public sector
in Sweden. Together we work to ensure that Sweden is world leading in the development of software and
software-intensive products, systems and services. Read more at

swedsoft.se

